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Structured Wiring In this article we are going to tell you everything we know about structured wiring and how
it relates to planning for, wiring and installing a structured wiring panel pictured below system in your home.
Structured wiring is both a physical product and also a process. Often times it is also referred to as a Cable
distribution box. In both definitions its typically localized in one room of a home and from it all the data,
entertainment and communication services enter the home and terminate at the cable distribution box. And,
from it all the low voltage wiring exits this central point and are distributed throughout the home to supply
each room with its signals for phone service, tv service, computer service etc. In plain words, structured wiring
is an organized structured cable distribution panel centrally located which gives a home owner or servicers an
easier, more intuitive manner from which to manage the low voltage communication services within a house.
The cables originate at a central distribution panel pictured left. From here, each cable branches to devices or
outlet jacks throughout the home. Outlets typically have a combination of jacks, although sometimes are just
single jacks, to allow maximum flexibility as future needs change and for connecting different devices in the
home. All of the outside services, the telephone company, cable company, Internet broadband services, any
satellite, or off-air antennas, tie into this distribution panel allowing the homeowner the flexibility to select
what services are available at each outlet. A jack used for a phone line today can be easily changed to a
computer network jack tomorrow and with the proper module Cat5 Anyline module pictured below serve both
functions simultenous. Who benefits from using Structured Wiring A structured wiring system practically
becomes a requirement in home construction increasingly more as the size of design of a home increases.
These panel systems and plugin modules, similar in nature to electrical panels found in virtually all homes,
allow for the organized distribution of low voltage signal wiring, access to future technologies, and more
reliable over all performance in low voltage home control, security, communication, network and
entertainment systems. Can you get by without installing a cabling distribution system? Absolutely, just like
people did without these and cell phones or microwaves or flat panel televisions in the recent past. Structured
Wiring Parts Distribution centers come in a variety of sizes and configurations to accommodate different size
houses and a variety of applications They have to contain all of the network support equipment for each
network as well as power supplies, power strips, and accessory equipment. Many manufacturers use snap-in
modules that can be easily moved around in the enclosure. Cat5 Anyline Module When the Cat5 wiring inside
a home has a head end located at a structured wiring cable distribution point the Anyline Module from OnQ is
an excellent module to maximize the use of the Cat5. The Anyline module will allow for an incoming Cat5 to
be distributed amongst up to four locations in the home with the 5th being the output to an additional anyline
module to be used for expansion of the setup. This anyline module is designed to use the Blue pair of the cat 5
for household dial tone with the brown pair in the Cat5 also available for a 2nd household landline such as a
fax machine. With this are RJ45 ports at the bottom of the module allowing an Ethernet patch cord to connect
to a Home Computer network router or switch. This is done to not only protect the wire but to help prevent the
wire from being pulled out of the electrical box.
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Information on how to Future Wiring your Smart Home. From planning to selecting the right parts and tools to
installation. With guidelines for both new construction and existing homes. Types of Wires - Review of the
different types of wires you might want to run through the wall or use in your entertainment system.
Structured Wiring Plan - Steps to create a wiring plan before you begin with some different ideas on what you
might want to do. Sample Wiring Project - An sample complete wiring plan using showing what wires are run
to each room and why. How to Wire a New Home - How to run wires in the wall, floor, and ceiling of your
home before the drywall has been placed.. Wiring Existing Homes - Different methods on how to run wires
between rooms for your existing home, with diagrams and examples. Terminating Cables and Wall Plates Put the finishing touches on the outlets in each room. Wire Conversions - Information on how some wire types
can be converted into something different. Alarm Components - What are the different components that make
up a Security System, from sensors to keypads to the main panel. Planning an Alarm System - Some options
with examples on choosing how to make use of the available "zones" in your alarm panel. Tamper Proof
Wiring - Understanding the different methods that can be used to bypass an alarm will help you understand
some of the wiring conventions used in alarm systems. Programming the Alarm - How to setup the zones,
activation codes, and other considerations after your alarm system is wired and ready. Wireless Alarms - What
you need to know for partial or completely wireless alarm installations. Reasons to Install a Surveillance
System - Reviews the different reasons why you might want a surveillance system and how that will impact
decisions on the types of cameras and video distribution method. Types of Surveillance Cameras - Pictures
and details of the different types of surveillance cameras. Home Automation Home Automation Introduction Information on automating your home, including remotes, sensors, lighting Disclaimer The information on
this site is provided free of charge. No guarantee is provided for the accuracy of the information or the
application of the information provided herein. I accept no responsibility or liability with regards to the
accuracy or currency of the information provided. By using, reading or accessing this web site, you agree to be
the user of the information provided. The user accepts full responsibility for all information provided.
Although I try to keep the information on this site as accurate as possible, there is no guarantee that my
reference materials or the material on this site is correct. This information is provided for reference purposes
only! The technical information listed here are for general applications only. When in doubt, always seek the
help of a professional! Always consult your local building codes for the most accurate information regarding
wiring and electrical codes. All counties and cities have their own building codes which will vary slightly.
This web site only addresses some of the most common building codes. Please note that improper wiring
could cause you to fail a home inspection, prevent you from selling your home, or even cause a fire. Some of
the examples provided on this Ex: Wiring a DSC alarm are for a specific release of a specific product by a
specific company. The examples on this site are provided for reference purposes. You should always consult
the documentation provided from the manufacturer.
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You also have to follow the national and local building codes related to electrical writing. In this case, you
may still be able to wire your home under the direction of a licensed electrician. Check on the local regulations
before wiring your own home. That includes the wiring, outlets, light switches and breaker boxes. Think about
what activities you do in each room that require outlets. Entertainment rooms often need a lot more outlets
with the ability to support lots of electronics running simultaneously, for example. In the bathroom, you need
outlets within reach of the vanity for hairdryers and other electrical grooming tools. You also need to think
about things like where outlets and light switches will be most convenient in different rooms. Design a
electrical wiring diagram that shows the location of all of the components after you get the okay to wire your
home and you have a copy of your local building code for wiring. A wiring diagram shows the location of the
breaker box and the path of the wires to each outlet. Even if you have some electrical knowledge, a
professional electrician may notice some issues with your design. Determine how many outlets and switches
will run on one circuit. Local code controls this in most areas. Normally, you can do six outlets per a voltage
circuit in a living area. As few as two per circuit are the standard in a kitchen, where appliances use more
wattage. Install the Basic Components With the plan created and approved, you can start installing the basic
components of the electrical system. Attach the outlet, switch and fixture boxes to the studs. This is the first
step in wiring, and it takes place after you frame the walls but before you install insulation. Check local code
for the minimum amount of space between electrical outlets. In general, the more outlets you have, the safer
your home. Set your breaker box in an area where you can easily access it in the future. An unfinished location
in a basement or a utility room is usually a good choice. Choose the correct amperage for your breaker box,
usually amps for a mid-sized home. Add the Wire Once the boxes are in place, you can roll out the wires
leading from the breaker box to all of the outlets. Place the roll of wire next to the breaker box, and begin
pulling the wire according to your diagram to the closest outlet or switch for each circuit. Be aware that certain
appliances, such as the refrigerator, microwave, oven and furnace, are equipped with a volt outlet and require
corresponding wire. Check with an electrician if you have any questions. Never splice wires between junction
boxes. The biggest cause of fire from faulty wiring occurs with splicing mistakes. If you run short of wire in a
wall, pull the entire piece out and use a new piece that is long enough to reach the junction box. Cut the wire
after it extends through your first outlet on each circuit. Leave a few inches to work with later. Start a new
wire from that outlet to the next one on your diagram. Repeat this process with every switch and outlet,
following your diagram carefully. Use wire strippers to remove the outer plastic coating from the ends of the
wires and attach them, according to the instructions on the box, at each outlet, fixture or switch. Refer to
individual diagrams to wire three-way switches. These diagrams come in the box. Purchase and install the
individual circuits for each wiring set. These must match the amperage of the wire and the intended purpose of
the outlet. Err on the side of caution if you are unsure about a specific circuit, and install one with a higher
load capacity for safety. Always follow the advice of a licensed electrician, and follow the building codes. If
you find yourself in over your head, hire an electrician to take over the job.
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Routing Cable in an Attic Routing cable in new construction is easy, but you should first sketch out your plan
on paper. Installing rough wiring in new construction is done before the wall, ceiling, and floor coverings are
in place. Nonmetallic sheathed cableâ€”known as type NMâ€”is common for new construction. While there
are situations when you will have to route cable through structural members such as studs, joists, and rafters,
the job is much easier if you can run the cable along the surfaces of these frames. Running Cable Through
Studs When you have a situation where you need to run cable through wall studs, follow these steps: Drill in
the center of each stud. Include the height of boxes from the floor and the distance between boxes. Add at least
an extra 4 feet to allow for unforeseeable obstacles. You can use cable staples, but be careful not to staple
through the cable. You can also use metal plates to protect cable that is installed near the edge of a stud or
joist. But the cable must be clamped to boxes using built-in cable clamps, metal cable connectors, or plastic
cable connectors. NM cable does not need to be clamped to a nonmetallic box if it is stapled within 8 inches of
the box. With doors, however, it is best to route the cable through the ceiling above or the floor below, if
possible. If neither of these is an option, you will need to run the cable through the cripple studs above the
header or through the shim space just below the header. Routing Tricky Corners An intersection where stud
walls meet may present a challenge for routing cable. It may be easier to route the cable above or below the
area in question. If the corner is hollow, you can drill holes in the studs from both sides and run the cable
through them. Unfinished Basement If you are routing the cable under the floor at an angle to the floor joists,
NM cable with two conductors smaller than 6 or three conductors smaller than 8 should be run through holes
drilled in the joists and then stapled to the running boards. Or, you can support the cable on the surface of
structural members; just fasten larger cable directly to the bottom edges of joists. Routing Cable in an Attic
When running cable in an attic, you can run it either on top of the joists or through holes drilled in them,
depending on their accessibility. In the case of an attic with a permanent staircase or ladder, run the cable at an
angle to the structural members and protect it with guard strips. If the attic is accessed through a crawl hole
with no permanent stairs or ladder, protect the cable within 6 feet of the hole with guard strips; beyond that
distance, simply lay the cable on top of the ceiling joists. If the cable runs parallel to the joists, you can staple
it to the sides of the joists.
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Once Gallant starts wiring a house, virtually every aspect of his work is controlled by codes, both local and
national. These codes are the final word on safe installation practices. Gallant is meticulous in adhering to
them, yet he often goes a step further to make his electrical systems even safer and easier to use. When given a
choice between installing outlet boxes made of blue PVC or those made of steel, Allen Gallant chooses
plastic. Local code has the last word, however; in some communities, plastic boxes are forbidden. Gallant does
use metal boxes for one application: He learned that rule the hard way, when a heavy alabaster fixture broke
loose from a plastic box and smashed to pieces on the floor. Massachusetts requires electrical outlets every 12
feet; Gallant puts one every 8 feet. For added safety, Gallant mounts exterior floodlights controlled by a
switch in the master bedroom. Gallant always hard-wires at least one light fixture to a switch. Arc-fault circuit
interrupters AFCIs , installed at the service panel, protect against such dangerous shorts and are now required
in new bedroom circuits. Gallant first used them at the TV project in Billerica, Mass. Low-voltage Lights
What a difference a transformer makes. By taking volt household power and stepping it down to 12 volts, it
allows most any homeowner to safely install low-voltage lighting fixtures under cabinets, on ceilings, or
around gardens and outdoor walkways. The tiny xenon bulbs in the accent lights in the kitchen of the
Charlestown, Mass. Airtight Recessed Lights Standard recessed lights are stylish space savers, but they leave a
hole in your ceiling where air and heat can escape. On the Horizon High-tech Electric Meters In the future,
your electric meter may be able to sense power outages, detect wiring problems, monitor appliance efficiency,
and send reports instantly to the power company. The company can then save you money by notifying you of
problems or by remotely shutting down noncritical appliances during peak-rate hours. These are already in use
with big industrial and commercial power users. LED Lightbulbs Light-emitting diodes LEDs â€”now seen
primarily in flashlights, traffic signals, and auto taillightsâ€”are already saving billions of kilowatt hours of
electricity. They use just 10 percent of the power needed for incandescent bulbs of the same brightness and
should last for at least 10, hours. These wonder bulbs promise to be the next big thing in residential lighting.
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You general design is fine. You can put switches in the remote rooms for more ports. Do you think this will
provide sufficent coverage for the first floor and second floor house is about 65 ft wide, fairly open floor plan
and access point is at the middle of the 2nd floor hall. House is typical drywall billg Nov 26, , Part of the
problem is interfering signals from your neighbors. You could have perfect coverage in your house but also
too much signal from the neighbors. Do you forsee any issues if I set up a NAS in the basement next to the
tech hub? I am assuming, given everything will be plugged into and filtered through the same router, that
connecting devices to the NAS will not be a significant issue? As long as you do not go nuts transferring files
to the nas it will be fine. Even if you do other devices connected to the router that are going to the internet will
not be impacted I only planned on one network cord coming from router to the switch. Everything will be
routed through the switch in the basement outside of wifi devices which get a better signal from the basement
router vs. I just want to make sure the entire home network is connected in the case that I get sonos for the
entire house and want to pull music from the NAS. I would plug the nas into its own port on the router. It is
just one of those things you have to know is a limitation in case you start seeing performance issues.
Ralston18 And be sure to talk with the builder about: And not just physically connected. Some builders are a
bit cavalier about network wiring and do not provide much more thought to it than telephone or coax cabling.
All jacks need to be the same standard and properly punched down. Plan a walk through with the builder to
inspect and verify everything. Watch for kinks, harsh bends, twists, overly tight nails, staples, etc. May work
for awhile and then the nightmares begin So 1 The builder uses an electronic company Secure America for the
wiring of the cables. This technology hub in the basement, is this going to be some type of metal case where
everything is terminating or a open wall rack? I guess I blindly assumed it was powered through this. What is
most ideal? Also all wires will be terminating on an open shelf. The "technology hub" is only to house the
wires coming into house from the outside lines and the cable will run from that hub to the modem which will
be sitting on a shelf outside of the hub. Everything else will be on the shelf as well ie. There are two ways to
power an AP, the first is an power adapter, this will require a power outlet near the AP. The other way is with
PoE which uses just one wire for data and power. Much cleaner installation with PoE. If you are just doing
one AP I would say just get a PoE injector, this can be placed in the basement with all the other equipment. By
keeping the APs the same brand you can manage them both under the same software, the devices will
transition better between the 2 APs. To have a good working mesh network it is better to have the APs be the
same brand. This is excellent information. I know a little about networking but your responses have been
extremely helpful. Under your model, it seems it might be wise to put an access point on each floor for best
coverage and turn the wireless off on the router in the basement? Best answer Nov 27, , 6: I would recommend
using the controller, then you program the controller and that programs the APs for you. You will still need a
router between the modem and the switch. Pro states that it covers ft grant it, that is likely straight line
distance with no walls, etc but given how open the house is, I am going to see how the coverage works
between that and the basement router. Thanks for your help. Ask a new question.
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If your home is more than 40 years old, it is likely you will need to upgrade the electrical wiring throughout
your home. The standard for household power used to be 60 amps but modern homes often require as much as
amps to run air conditioners, computer equipment, high-definition televisions and home automation devices.
This costs guide looks at the cost of an average size home of sq. Upgrade electrical service panel: Opening
walls and running wires: For a home around sq. If an electrician can run most of the wiring through a
basement, attic, crawlspace or floor joists, the costs will land on the lower end of the estimate. Adding outlets
and switches: Each space needs to have outlets per space, according to The Craftsman Book Company.
Enhancement and improvement costs Enhance your wiring with structured wiring. This heavy-duty electrical
and data cables are designed to handle modern entertainment and communication devices. Additional
considerations and costs Save costs by opening walls during a remodel. Once the walls are open for the
remodel, electricians can access the wiring. The subcontractor can then finish the walls without extra costs.
This is a project for professionals. Upgrading wiring in the home is not a project to do yourself. Trying to
rewire a home, without an electrician, can cause electrocution. If your home was built before the s, it may have
knob and tube wiring. This wiring is outdated and should be removed as soon as possible. InterNACHI
confirmed that no code mandates the complete removal of knob-and-tube wiring, however some local codes
require its removal in all accessible locations. Permits are required to change the wiring in a home. Was this
guide helpful to you?
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Electrical code Wiring layout plan for a house Wiring installation codes and regulations are intended to protect
people and property from electrical shock and fire hazards. They are usually based on a model code with or
without local amendments produced by a national or international standards organisation, such as the IEC. The
standard is mandatory in both New Zealand and Australia; therefore, all electrical work covered by the
standard must comply. Hence national standards follow an identical system of sections and chapters. However,
this standard is not written in such language that it can readily be adopted as a national wiring code. Neither is
it designed for field use by electrical tradesmen and inspectors for testing compliance with national wiring
standards. North America[ edit ] The first electrical codes in the United States originated in New York in to
regulate installations of electric lighting. States, counties or cities often include the NEC in their local building
codes by reference along with local differences. The NEC is modified every three years. It is a consensus code
considering suggestions from interested parties. The proposals are studied by committees of engineers ,
tradesmen , manufacturer representatives, fire fighters and other invitees. The CSA also produces the
Canadian Electrical Code , the edition of which references IEC Electrical Installations for Buildings and states
that the code addresses the fundamental principles of electrical protection in Section The Canadian code
reprints Chapter 13 of IEC , but there are no numerical criteria listed in that chapter to assess the adequacy of
any electrical installation. Although the US and Canadian national standards deal with the same physical
phenomena and broadly similar objectives, they differ occasionally in technical detail. The 17th edition issued
in January includes new sections for microgeneration and solar photovoltaic systems. The first edition was
published in Colour coding of wiring by region[ edit ] Colour-coded wires in a flexible plastic electrical
conduit found commonly in modern European houses In a typical electrical code , some colour-coding of
wires is mandatory. Many local rules and exceptions exist per country, state or region. The NEC also requires
the "high leg" conductor of a High-leg delta or "bastard-leg" system to have orange insulation. The
introduction of the NEC clearly states that it is not intended to be a design manual, and therefore, creating a
color code for ungrounded or "hot" conductors falls outside the scope and purpose of the NEC. However, it is
a common misconception that "hot" conductor color-coding is required by the Code. In buildings with
multiple voltage systems, the grounded conductors neutrals of both systems are required to be identified and
made distinguishable to avoid cross-system connections. In the UK, phases could be identified as being live by
using coloured indicator lights: The new cable colours of brown, black and grey do not lend themselves to
coloured indicators. For this reason, three-phase control panels will often use indicator lights of the old
colours.
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You get to poor all of your dreams and visions into the plans and create it from the ground up. If you are
starting to build I am sure you have been out visiting model homes, looking through magazines and visiting
idea sights like Pinterest or Houzz. To accomplish looks like this you do need to plan ahead, unfortunately
most contractors and even electricians are not able to stay on top of the ever changing landscape of technology
the way we do. We are a licensed Technology Systems Contractor in the state of Minnesota. We often do the
wiring electricians do not like to do and do not specialize in. Types of New Construction Wiring We
specialize in installing: This is the wiring that runs your home network, and nowadays many of your home
entertainment components. Did you know having strategically placed hard wires will make your WiFi work
better in your new home? This is the traditional cable that runs your TV service. This is the wire that allows
you to have music playing throughout your home. This is the wiring that runs various sensors in your home
and allows them to connect to a security system that keeps your home safe and sound. Home Automation and
Control Wiring: This is the wiring that allows your equipment to be hidden in another room and still
controlled in the room you are watching it in. This wiring is run from your equipment to your TV area. It is
able to carry 4K all digital signal. We have done some fun things like Karaoke Machines, Golf Simulators,
small music studios all of these require additional types of wiring. As you can see there is a lot more than just
pulling one wires when it comes to building a new home. New Construction Wiring Design A properly created
wiring plan really comes down to knowing what you want now and also what you may want to do in the
future. We will sit down with you to understand the layout of your new home, but more importantly to get to
know how you envision yourself using the space. Where do you imagine watching TV casually? What type of
entertaining do you do? Do you like to have music in the background at your home? These are just a few of
the areas we start to look at with you. It is here where we will get to talk and find our more about your dreams
so we can design a wiring system that meets your needs. We look forward to talking to you. Contact us at or
email us using the form below If you are a human and are seeing this field, please leave it blank.
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